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Overview
The ICMA Centre MSc Investment Banking and Islamic Finance is a first in the UK.

This degree is taught jointly with INCEIF (International Centre for Education in Islamic

Finance), Kuala Lumpur. This degree has many key benefits:

• Jointly taught with a respected university in Islamic Finance

• First degree in UK with Islamic material taught by Islamic specialists

• Professional qualification from INCEIF

• Opportunity to study alongside Islamic finance professionals

• Opportunity to spend 3 months studying in Kuala Lumpur.

The programme aims to respond to the growing interest in Islamic Finance, which

is evidenced by a continuous increase in Islamic Banking services, Islamic Investment

and other financial services based on Islamic principles. This programme aims to capture

this growing interest in the subject and an academic-based but practice-oriented view

on issues of Islamic Finance, Economics and Law. It will not require any previous knowledge

of Islamic Law or specific Islamic concepts but will address and explain the respective

current issues within their overall Islamic economic and legal context.

Professional Development
• Certificate Islamic Finance Professional (CIFP) Part 1

The degree covers the materials necessary to qualify for Part 1 of this professional

programme.

The CIFP is a collaboration of academia and industry knowledge and skills intended

to bridge the demand-supply gap for the Islamic financial services industry. All course

modules are designed to provide a platform for participants to exchange ideas and

experiences with academics and industry experts. Thus giving participants a better insight

on worldviews and cross-cultural perspectives for a robust Islamic Finance industry.

www.icmacentre.ac.uk

INCEIF – The Global
University in Islamic Finance

INCEIF was established in 2006, with significant

funding and support from a number of key

Islamic agencies and of Bank Negara (the

Malaysian Central Bank). Featuring industry

experts on the faculty, such as the Director

& Head of Financial Practice, Centennial Group

Washington DC, Head of Islamic Banking,

Citigroup Asia, CEOs of various Islamic banking

and financial services providers, the courses

that INCEIF offers promise an innovative and

practical learning methods that will equip the

human intellectual capital needed to enhance

the industry globally.



Dealing Rooms
Our dealing rooms have always been an integral part of our teaching and learning style – our technology and facilities allow you

to put theory into practice. You will experience the thrill and pressures of a live market – take positions, quote two-way prices

and manage the risk of $50-100 million trading book. Having these essential practical skills in today’s competitive environment,

can give you the edge!

The current 62 terminals in two dealing rooms are equipped with Bloomberg, DataStream or Reuters products. All workstations

have been upgraded and the Reuters terminals now run the latest Reuters’ products – Reuters 3000Xtra and the new Reuters

Trader product. From 2008 students will benefit from the opening of our extended facilities with an additional 50-seat flagship

dealing room, sponsored in part by Reuters.

Graduate Destinations
Graduates will benefit from a thorough understanding of Western banking practices allied

to the principles of Islamic Finance. There is a growing demand from financial institutions

worldwide for specialist professionals trained in the techniques of Islamic Finance. We expect

our graduates will pursue rewarding careers with Investment banks in a diverse range of

fields, including corporate and project finance, specialist structured products and derivatives,

trade finance, sales & trading. In addition, they will be well-qualified to join specialist Islamic

financial institutions, regulatory agencies, investment managers, consultancies and the

finance divisions of multinational corporations.

Career Development Unit
Our career development specialists offer a unique personalised service for all students

to help you attain your career ambitions. You will participate in workshops and presentations

including preparation of winning CV’s and application forms, coaching for the stringent

investment banking graduate selection process, interview skills, job search techniques and

individual one to one coaching.



Programme Outline
All modules are worth 20 credits with the

exception of those marked with†.

Part One Modules

• Securities, Futures and Options

• Fixed Income and Equity Investment

• Financial Markets

• Financial Analysis

• Introductory Quantitative Methods

(not for credit)

Part Two Modules in Reading

• Theory and Ethics in Islamic Economics

and Finance†

• Design, Implementation

and Risk Aspects of Islamic Financial

Products and Services

• The Principles of Islamic Commercial

Jurisprudence and the Nominate

Contracts†

• Topics in the History of Finance†

• Principles of Financial Engineering

• Financial Regulation

and Regulatory Policy†

Part Two Modules in Kuala Lumpur

• Islamic Financial Institutions

and Markets†

• Wealth Planning and Management†

• Deposit Mobilisation and Financial

Management†

Students must study all modules but may

substitute the Research Project (20 credits)

in place of the two 10 credit modules above.

Part One Modules
Securities, Futures and Options

Introduces techniques for analysing and valuing

different classes of risky assets. It develops ways

of optimally selecting portfolios of such assets

and develops models of how these portfolios may

be priced in financial markets. The techniques

introduced are widely applied in other elements

of the programme.

Fixed Income and Equity Investment

Applies general valuation methods to specific

financial instruments: fixed income and equity

securities. It describes the basic characteristics

of each security and develops practical strategies

for finding its value and assessing its risk.

It develops general trading strategies for each

type of security. It considers how the markets

for these securities are related and begins the

task of showing how these relationships can be

exploited to form an optimal investment strategy.

Financial Markets

Knowledge of global financial markets, the

importance of liquidity, the distinction between

exchange versus OTC markets, primary and

secondary markets and the role of intermediaries

in their various forms. Participants will gain an

understanding of: international stock and bond

markets, ‘repo’ markets (for borrowing/lending

on a secured basis); an introduction to foreign

exchange and money markets, and to futures

markets (which are developed in more detail

in optional Part 2 modules); finally specific

markets for commodity and energy are studied

in more detail.

Financial Analysis

Provides a comprehensive study of ‘top-down’

fundamental analysis, and this framework is then

applied to the valuation of financial securities.

The first part of the module takes the student

through macroeconomics, microeconomics,

industry analysis and financial statement

analysis. The second part focuses on financial

statement analysis and then seeks to apply

this framework to the corporate valuation

decision. The final objective is to bring together

these various disciplines into a single framework

for analysis. The analytical techniques taught

in this module allow students to directly apply

to industry either the analysis section (as an

equity analyst would do) or the usage of the

relative value results as a fund manager or trader

would do.
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Timetable

September

October

November

December

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

Part One
ICMA Centre, University of Reading, UK

Part One Exams

Part Two Exams in Reading

Part Two Exams in Kuala Lumpur

Part Two
ICMA Centre, University of Reading, UK

Part Two continued
INCEIF, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Graduation will be at the University of Reading the following December or July.



Design, Implementation and Risk Aspects

of Islamic Financial Products and Services

Provides students with the opportunity to study

the application of Shari’ah principles and nominate

contracts in the design of financial products and

services that are Shari’ah compliant, as well as the

risk characteristics of these products and services,

with particular reference to Islamic banks and

insurance (Takaful) undertakings.

The Principles of Islamic Commercial

Jurisprudence and the Nominate Contracts

Provides students with the opportunity to study the

juristic basis of Islamic finance, and the nominate

contracts that are set out in Islamic commercial

jurisprudence (the Fiqh al Muamalat). Topics include:

the origins of Islamic commercial jurisprudence;

prohibitions to be respected in order for Islamic

contracts to be valid (Avoidance of riba (pure return

on money), maysir (speculation), and gharar

(uncertainty or ambiguity of subject matter));

the frequently used nominate contracts; overview

of Islamic financial products and their basis in

nominate contracts; Shari’ah governance of Islamic

financial institutions; the IFSB Guidelines on Shari’ah

governance.

Theory and Ethics in Islamic Economics

and Finance

Provides students with a critical understanding

of Islamic economy by considering the implications

of the application of Shariah law for the economic

and financial systems. Topics include: Scope

of Islamic economics and finance in relation

to conventional economics and finance; History

of the Islamic economic system in various eras;

Contributions by Islamic economists or Muslim

thinkers; Wealth creation and mobilisation; and

Concept of money, risk and returns from an Islamic

perspective.

Topics in the History of Finance

Provides students with an understanding of the

origins of the Financial Markets, and with a broader

appreciation of the early development of products

and innovations in Finance – which many assume

are recent 20th century inventions.

Principles of Financial Engineering

Presents an applied, innovative approach to

Financial Engineering from a practical point of view.

Cutting-edge issues from financial markets will be

utilised in a systematic way to discuss and identify

the principles of Financial Engineering. The treatment

focuses on the mechanics of major applications

in today’s markets.

It is expected that students will be able to: undertake

investment appraisals in the face of uncertainty;

understand how new security issues are made, and

analyse their consequences; analyse the effects of

dividend policy and share repurchases on company

value; understand how companies manage working

capital and how companies manage risk.

Financial Regulation and Regulatory Policy

Provides both a theoretical basis for financial

regulation and a description of its practical

application. The focus is on prudential regulation

that is designed to maintain systemic stability while

also protecting depositors, investors and

counterparties in banking,securities and derivatives

markets. A number of key regulatory policy issues

are explored, including the balance between official

and self-regulation, the nature and scope of

‘moral-hazard’ in financial markets and alternative

approaches to capital adequacy.

Part Two Modules (Reading)
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Part Two Modules (Kuala Lumpur)
Islamic Financial Institutions and Markets

Develops deeper analytical and theoretical insights

of the two main components that constitute the

Islamic financial system and a full comprehension

of the various financial systems and institutions

that operates in the Muslim countries. Topics

include: Functions of Financial Institutions and

Markets; An Overview of the Global Financial System;

The History and development of Islamic Financial

Institutions; The Islamic Financial System of Selected

Muslim Countries; The Islamic Financial Institutions

(Covering History & Organisation, Function and

Product & Services); The Similarities and Differences

of Islamic Financial Institutions in Selected Muslim

Countries; Islamic Financial Markets (Covering

Function & Organisation, Mechanism, Regulators

& Regulations and Development); and The Monetary

Authority / Central Bank.

Wealth Planning and Management

Introduces students to the best ways of managing,

investing and distributing wealth in accordance

to the Islamic laws. This module also discusses

the issues related to wealth planning such as tax

matters, relevant institutions and code of conduct

for professionals involved in this industry.

Topics include: Functions of Deposits in the

Economy; Nature and Scope of Wealth Planning;

Wealth (Asset) Allocation Process; Investment

in Real Estate; Investment in Securities; Insurance

and Takaful Scheme; Estate Planning; Retirement

Planning; Taxation Planning and Management;

and Issues Related to Wealth Planning and

Management.

Deposit Mobilisation and Financial Management

Explores the mobilisation of deposits by conventional

and Islamic banks as well as the savings cost,

determinants and forecasting techniques. Topics

include: Functions of Deposits in the Economy;

Theories and Principles Related to Deposits;

Deposit Mobilisation by Conventional Financial

Institutions; Deposit Mobilisation by Islamic Banks;

The Cost of Deposit; Saving Determinants;

Forecasting Savings; The Functions and Roles

of Credit and Financing in the Economy;

The Rules and Regulations Relates to Financing

Practices; The Financing Process; Use of Financing

Evaluation Techniques in Credit Management;

The Practice of Financing; Secured and Unsecured

Financing; Financial Aspects of Financing; and

Financing Risk.

Research Project

Provides students with a unique opportunity to

carry out a research project on a key issue relating

to the investment management industry with

direction from a faculty member. This project will

develop your capacity for independent work, build

your organisational skills and create a professional

written document for review and debate. In addition

to the knowledge gained, this can be an invaluable

piece of work to demonstrate knowledge and skills

to a potential employer where initiative and a ‘can do’

attitude are often the personal traits most in demand

with respect to new hires. It can also define and

form the basis of further research and study for

those who want to continue at the postgraduate

level in finance.



Undergraduate Degree:
Minimum 2:1 or the equivalent from an overseas institution.

Degree Discipline:
Any.

Scholarships
The Centre offers up to ten academic scholarships across all MSc programmes to

students who are likely to excel on their courses. Further details of selection criteria

can be found on our website.

How to Apply
You can apply online at www.icmacentre.ac.uk or via our printed application form.

We advise that applications are submitted by July.

If you have any queries or would like to discuss any aspect of the degree or admissions

process in more detail please call our Admissions Officer on +44 (0) 118 378 6299 or

email ibif@icmacentre.ac.uk.

Other ICMA Centre
Masters Degrees
For more information on these
degrees please visit our website
or request a brochure via email:
iwf@icmacentre.ac.uk.

• MSc International Securities,
Investment and Banking

• MSc Investment Management

• MSc Financial Risk Management

• MSc Capital Markets,
Regulation and Compliance

• MSc Finance and Real Estate

• MSc Corporate Finance

• MSc Financial Engineering

Please note that we may offer
additional or vary modules on our
degree courses each year – for most
up-to-date information please visit
our website.

ICMA Centre • University of Reading
Whiteknights • PO Box 242 • Reading • RG6 6BA • UK

Tel: +44 (0)118 378 8239 • Fax: +44 (0)118 931 4741
Email: ibif@icmacentre.rdg.ac.uk • www.icmacentre.ac.uk

ICMA Centre: the Business School for Financial Markets is supported by the International Capital Market Association, the trade association and market regulator for some 400 member
organisations active in the global securities market.

www.icmacentre.ac.uk
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